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Abstract
The grammatical framework for the mapping between linguistic form and meaning representation known as Universal
Dependencies relies on a non-constituency syntactic analysis that is centered on the notion of grammatical relation (e.g.
Subject, Object, etc.). Given its core goal of providing a common set of analysis primitives suitable to every natural language,
and its practical objective of fostering their computational grammatical processing, it keeps being an active domain of research
in science and technology of language.
This paper presents a new collection of quality language resources for the computational processing of the Portuguese language
under the Universal Dependencies framework (UD). This is an all-encompassing, publicly available open collection of
mutually consistent and inter-operable scientific resources that includes reliably annotated corpora, top-performing processing
tools and expert support services: a new UPOS-annotated corpus, CINTIL-UPos, with 675K tokens and a new UD treebank,
CINTIL-UDep Treebank, with nearly 38K sentences; a UPOS tagger, LX-UTagger, and a UD parser, LX-UDParser, trained on
these corpora, available both as local stand-alone tools and as remote web-based services; and helpdesk support ensured by the
Knowledge Center for the Science and Technology of Portuguese of the CLARIN research infrastructure.

Keywords: dependency treebank, Universal Dependencies, Portuguese, dependency parsing, UD parser, UD tagger,
PORTULAN CLARIN, CINTIL-UPos, CINTIL-UDep Treebank, LX-UTagger, LX-UDParser

1. Introduction
Grammatical analysis provides for the mapping be-
tween the surface form of natural language expressions
and some representation of their syntax and semantics.
It has been at the core of Natural Language Processing
both as an essential support or just as an instrumental
procedure for many language processing tasks and ap-
plications.
Among the grammatical representations delivered by
different possible approaches to grammatical parsing,
of differing depth in the mapping between form and
meaning, the graph-based representation of grammat-
ical functions or dependencies (e.g. Subject, Object,
etc.) among words in a given expression has become
mainstream, most likely because of its success in cap-
turing core relations in the interface between syntax
and compositional semantics.
And among approaches to grammatical dependencies,
of different theoretical persuasions and empirical ade-
quacy, the so called Universal Dependencies format has
been attracting increasing attention since its inception
as, among other factors, it was adopted and promoted
by a big tech company (de Marneffe et al., 2021).
Given the specific grammars of the different languages
and thus the language specific aspects of their gram-
matical analysis, there being an annotation format for
grammatical analysis that is applied to an increasing
number of individual languages is a major asset for
Natural Language Processing as this permits the cross-
language interoperability and reuse of many language
processing tools and applications — and this is cer-

tainly another major factor for the success of Universal
Dependencies framework and associated endeavour in
terms of developing treebanks, parsers and other pro-
cessing tools for different languages.
The goal of the present paper is to present an open
collection of mutually consistent language resources,
processing tools and support services concerning Uni-
versal Dependencies for the Portuguese language with
a unique set of combined characteristics and volume
— including a treebank whose text is over three times
larger than the treebanked text previously available in
the literature.
This collection hereby presented encompasses:

• CINTIL-UPos, a UPOS annotated corpus that
contains close to 675K annotated tokens;

• LX-UTagger, a stand-alone, top-performing
UPOS tagger;

• web-based UPOS tagging services for remote
and browser-based usage of this UPOS tagger;

• CINTIL-UDep, a UD treebank that contains
close to 38K annotated sentences;

• LX-UDParser, a stand-alone, top-performing UD
parser;

• web-based parsing services for remote and
browser-based usage of this UD parser;

• expert support ensured by the Knowledge Center
for the Science and Technology of Portuguese of
the CLARIN international research infrastructure.
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These scientific resources and services are publicly
available from the repository and workbench of POR-
TULAN CLARIN1 (Gomes et al., 2018; Branco et al.,
2020) and from a dedicated site in the GitHub plat-
form.2

This paper is organized as follows. The next Section 2.
presents the POS tagger and describes the respective
annotated corpus upon which it was trained and eval-
uated. In Section 3., the development of the treebank
and its companion parser is described. Section 4., in
turn, is concerned with the web-based processing ser-
vices. The support services, in turn, are described in
Section 5.. Finally, Section 6. overviews related work,
while Section 7. wraps this paper up with concluding
remarks.

2. Part of speech
2.1. Annotated corpus
To support research, including the training and evalu-
ation of language processing tools concerned with UD
for Portuguese, we developed a corpus annotated with
information on part of speech (POS) and on morpho-
logical features and lemmas, the CINTIL-UPos cor-
pus.
The collection of data on which this was developed
is, to the best of our knowledge, the largest corpus
for Portuguese publicly available that was manually
annotated, the CINTIL corpus (Barreto et al., 2006).
With 1 Million tokens, this corpus is composed of writ-
ten texts from news (34%), novels (17%) and written
speech transcriptions (42%).
This is a quality linguistically interpreted corpus that
was manually annotated by experts in Linguistics
whose labeling decisions were harmonized by anno-
tation guidelines specifically designed to take into ac-
count the Portuguese language (Barreto et al., 2005).
The CINTIL-UPos corpus was built from the CINTIL
corpus by adding to a subset of the latter an extra an-
notation layer that is compliant with the UPOS tagset.
This subset used excluded the portion of CINTIL con-
cerned with speech transcriptions, and comprises close
to 675K tokens.
The UPOS layer was obtained by the mapping between
the CINTIL tagset and the UPOS tagset presented in
the Appendix. Given that the size of the latter is smaller
than the former, and that every category in the CINTIL
tagset, except the tag UM, maps univocally to a UPOS
tag, it was not necessary to supplement the automatic
mapping with an exhaustive process of manual valida-
tion.
The frequency of the different tags on the CINTIL-
UPos is presented in the table in the Appendix.

1https://portulanclarin.net
2https://https://github.com/nlx-group/

ud-portuguese

2.2. Tagger
LX-UTagger is the POS tagger that is the companion
to the CINTIL-UPos corpus.3

It is based on the pre-trained language model
for Portuguese BERTimbau (Souza et al., 2020),
specifically the bert-base-portuguese-cased
model.4 More specifically, it is an instance of the
BERTForTokenClassification model that is
part of the Hugging Face (Wolf et al., 2020) Transform-
ers library and it was fine-tuned and evaluated on the
CINTIL-UPos corpora.
Training and evaluation were performed under a
10-fold cross validation procedure, using 90% of the
corpus for training and 10% for evaluation on each one
of ten folds. The corpus was randomly shuffled, once,
prior to making the 10-fold partitions, in an attempt to
make each fold containing as much linguistic phenom-
ena variety as the others. The accuracy scores for each
of the 10 folds, are presented in Table 1.
The performance of the LX-UTagger shows a state of
the art performance, attaining an accuracy score of
99.01% when assigning POS.
Though not comparable because of having been trained
on different data sets, it is interesting to note that
98.04% is the published best score for UPos tagging
of Portuguese (Table 2), with UDPipe (Straka, 2018),
and 99.18% is the best score for UPos tagging the 75
languages addressed in (Kondratyuk and Straka, 2019),
for UDPipe and UDify, namely when they were trained
with the 68.5 Ktoken Czech PDT corpus.
The model supporting the publicly available distribu-
tion of the LX-UTagger is the one trained on fold 3,
which achieved the highest accuracy score among the
ten folds (99.06%).
Each fold was trained for 5 epochs, the model parame-
ters being saved at the end of each epoch and the best
performing set of parameters being taken at the end.
The last layer, used for classification, has 20 units, as
many as the number of distinct tags in the corpus. Note
that some of these POS tags are compound, assigned to
contracted expressions such as do/ADP+DET, the con-
traction of the two words, de/ADP o/DET (Eng. of the).
During training and evaluation, compound tags were
left as single tags, but when tagging text for any other
practical purpose, both the contracted tokens and their
respective tags are expanded.

3. Grammatical dependencies
3.1. Treebank
To support research, including the training and evalua-
tion of UD parsers for Portuguese, we developed a tree-
bank annotated with information on universal gram-
matical dependencies, the CINTIL-UDep treebank.

3LX-UTagger is the alias of convenience for the
LX-Tagger (Branco and Silva, 2004) set for UPos.

4https://huggingface.co/neuralmind/
bert-base-portuguese-cased

https://portulanclarin.net
https://https://github.com/nlx-group/ud-portuguese
https://https://github.com/nlx-group/ud-portuguese
https://huggingface.co/neuralmind/bert-base-portuguese-cased
https://huggingface.co/neuralmind/bert-base-portuguese-cased
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fold # 1 2 3 4 5
accuracy 98.97 99.03 99.06 99.05 99.01

fold # 6 7 8 9 10
accuracy 98.99 98.98 99.01 99.00 99.03

average: 99.01

Table 1: Accuracy scores for LX-UTagger in each of
the 10 folds used during cross-validation.

The collection of data on which this annotated corpus
was developed is, to the best of our knowledge, the
largest set of treebanks for Portuguese publicly avail-
able that were manually validated, namely the collec-
tion of CINTIL treebanks (de Carvalho et al., 2016;
Branco et al., 2014c; Branco et al., 2012; Branco et
al., 2010).
With 37,780 sentences (473,929 tokens), the CINTIL-
UDep treebank includes tokens from the CINTIL
DependencyBank— whose text is a subset of the text
in the CINTIL-UPos corpus described above in Sec-
tion 2.1.—, and includes tokens also from the CINTIL
DependencyBank Premium.
For the portion (93%) of CINTIL-UDep treebank com-
ing from the CINTIL DependencyBank, the manual an-
notation was supported by a deep computational gram-
mar. The respective sentences were input to LXGram
(Costa and Branco, 2010), a computational grammar
for the deep processing of Portuguese, developed in
the HPSG grammatical framework (Pollard and Sag,
1994). For each sentence, its forest parse with all pos-
sible grammatical analysis by the grammar was pruned
manually until a parse was left, with which that sen-
tence got annotated.
This was performed with the support of the [incr tsdb()]
grammar profiling and treebanking tool (Oepen and
Flickinger, 1998) by experts in Linguistics, under a
double blind annotation followed by adjudication tree-
banking procedure.
The usage of the grammar ensured both theoretical con-
sistency across all sentences in the treebank and the
well-formedness of the grammatical representation of
each sentence. The double-blind procedure, in turn,
ensured a very high standard of reliability for human
annotated data sets.
The ensuing CINTIL-DeepBank contains fully fledged,
deep grammatical representations, encompassing syn-
tactic and semantic information. This is the basis of a
few other treebanks where only part of that information
was retained to annotate each sentence (Branco et al.,
2010).
For instance, besides morphological information in-
cluding part of speech and inflection they include, the
CINTIL Treebank is a streamlined version that retains
only information on syntactic constituency, the CIN-
TIL PropBank only information on semantic roles, the
CINTIL DependencyBank only information on gram-
matical dependencies, and the CINTIL LogicalForm-

Bank only on the deep semantics using a Minimal
Recursion Semantics representation (Copestake et al.,
2005).
For the portion (7%) of CINTIL-UDep treebank com-
ing from CINTIL DependencyBank Premium, in turn,
for the treebanking of each sentence, the dependency
graph was drawn by experts in Linguistics and associ-
ated to that sentence, with the support of the Webanno
tool (Eckart de Castilho et al., 2016). The annotation
guidelines (Branco et al., 2015) followed by the anno-
tators ensured full consistency of this treebank with the
dependency treebank annotated with the support of the
grammar.
This treebank contains thus sentences that instantiate
types of linguistic phenomena that may not be rep-
resented in the grammar-based CINTIL Dependency-
Bank, given that, like other computational grammars,
LXGram has suboptimal text coverage.
The CINTIL-UDep, of interest in the present paper,
was thus developed by joining together the CINTIL-
DependencyBank and the CINTIL-DependencyBank
Premium, and by annotating the resulting data set with
a layer of structured information compliant with the
UD guidelines.5

This was obtained by converting the previous depen-
dency layer and replacing it with the outcome of a con-
version tool developed for that purpose. This tool re-
lies on the tregex package (Levy and Andrew, 2006)
to implement hand-crafted rules that match against the
dependency tree and perform deterministic actions in-
volving relabeling relation names and rerouting arcs.
As its refinement proceeds, it is already reaching a
range of LAS values typical of automatic parsers, with
manual validation against samples of corpus sentences.

3.2. Parser
LX-UDParser is the parser that is the companion to
the CINTIL-UDep corpus.6

LX-UDParser is based on the nlp4j framework, a
transition-based, non-projective parsing algorithm with
linear-time performance. It is reported to achieve 92.26
UAS and 91.93 LAS for English on WSJ, and to be
efficient, taking 9 miliseconds per sentence (Choi and
McCallum, 2013).
This parsing framework allows to specify flexible fea-
ture templates to be used in learning. We used the ex-
ample configuration as a basis, but with word forms
instead of lemmas as features, and AdaGrad as the op-
timizer. The POS tags are automatic and provided by
LX-UTagger.
The LX-UDParser was trained and evaluated under a
10-fold cross-validation methodology, and its perfor-
mance scores, taking the average over the 10 folds, is

5https://universaldependencies.org/
guidelines.html

6LX-UDParser is the alias of convenience for the
LX-DepParser (Silva et al., 2010) set for UD.

https://universaldependencies.org/guidelines.html
https://universaldependencies.org/guidelines.html
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90.87 for UAS and 88.01 for LAS.7

Though not comparable because of having been
trained on different data sets (of different volume and
syntactic diversity), it is interesting to note that 92.54
and 91.15 are the two published best LAS scores for
UD parsing of Portuguese (Table 2), for COMBO
(Klimaszewski and Wróblewska, 2021a) and UDPipe
(Straka, 2018) respectively, and 93.87 is the best LAS
score for UD parsing for the 75 languages addressed
in (Kondratyuk and Straka, 2019), for UDify, namely
when it was trained with the 8.5K sentences Slovak
SNK corpus.
We will continue experimenting with other parsing
frameworks, of diverse efficiency and accuracy, and
LX-UDParser variants are planned to be made avail-
able accordingly.

4. Language processing services
The two UD processing tools for Portuguese, LX-
UTagger and LX-UDParser, just described in the sec-
tions above are two stand-alone pieces of software,
apt to be installed and run locally, publicly available
for download and reuse from a sign-in free distribu-
tion platform of language resources, the PORTULAN
CLARIN repository.8

In order to further promote their availability as well
as the ease and dissemination of their use, they were
also embedded in and made to support remote language
processing services. These services can be run for
free from a number of convenient web-based interfaces,
associated to each of these two tools, and are avail-
able from the PORTULAN CLARIN workbench.9 The
present section is aimed at briefly introducing those ser-
vices.

4.1. Online service
What we termed as online service is the central web-
based interface for each tool, which is accessible via

7For the definition the UAS (unlabeled attachment score)
and LAS (labeled attachment score) metrics, as well as the
evaluation script we used, check the site of the CoNLL 2018
shared task “Multilingual Parsing from Raw Text to Universal
Dependencies” https://universaldependencies.
org/conll18/evaluation.html

8https://portulanclarin.net/
repository/search

9The PORTULAN CLARIN workbench may be found
at https://portulanclarin.net/workbench. It
consists of a number of language processing services based
on a large body of research work contributed by different au-
thors and teams, which continues to grow and is acknowl-
edged here: (Barreto et al., 2006; Branco et al., 2010; Cruz
et al., 2018; Veiga et al., 2011; Branco and Henriques, 2003;
Branco and Nunes, 2012; Silva et al., 2010; Branco et al.,
2014b; Silveira and Branco, 2012a; Silveira and Branco,
2012b; Branco and Costa, 2008; Branco et al., 2014a; Ro-
drigues et al., 2016; Branco and Silva, 2006; Rodrigues et al.,
2020; Costa and Branco, 2012; Santos et al., 2019; Miranda
et al., 2011).

a web browser.10 It allows users: to experiment with
a tool by changing its input and its possible options
for the output format and immediately see the respec-
tive effect in the output window; to run one-click usage
examples that help users start experimenting with the
least amount of effort; to have access to several forms
of documentation; and to provide an entry point to the
other remote services for the tool, namely as a web ser-
vice, a file processing or a notebook service interface;
to provide pointers to download the respective tool and
annotated corpus.
As an example, Figure 1 presents the front page of the
online service interface for the parser.

4.2. Web service
The web service is a remote procedure call (RPC) type
of interface, through which it is possible to interact
remotely with the tools by means of computer pro-
grams.11

To start using the web service, a user will click the
“Web Service” button in the tool’s online service inter-
face, which will bring up a dialog window that contains
detailed information about the technical requirements
that have to be met for this service to be used. In addi-
tion, a very simple and self-contained Python program
is displayed, which can be copied to a local version
and used as a starting point for users with little pro-
gramming experience to develop their own programs
that call this remote web service.

4.3. File processing service
The file processing interface is a multi-step workflow,
supported by a sequence of dialog windows, that is
launched by clicking on the “File Processing” button
at the top of the online service interface.
If the file is small enough so that it can be processed
under two minutes, then processing will start immedi-
ately after the file is uploaded and as soon as the pro-
cessing is complete, the user will be able to download
the processed output files by clicking on a “Download”
button.
If the file being uploaded, in turn, is large enough such
that its processing time is estimated to be longer than
two minutes, then the processing will take place in
the background, without requiring the user to suspend
other activities while waiting for its completion. In-
stead, in this type of job, when the processing is com-
plete, the user will receive an email message with a

10The browser should be directed at the following ad-
dresses:
https://portulanclarin.net/workbench/

lx-depparser/ for the parser, and
https://portulanclarin.net/workbench/

lx-tagger/ for the tagger
11We chose to implement this service using JSON-RPC,

which is a light-weight and programming language-agnostic
protocol for which implementations are readily available in
many programming languages.

https://universaldependencies.org/conll18/evaluation.html
https://universaldependencies.org/conll18/evaluation.html
https://portulanclarin.net/repository/search
https://portulanclarin.net/repository/search
https://portulanclarin.net/workbench
https://portulanclarin.net/workbench/lx-depparser/
https://portulanclarin.net/workbench/lx-depparser/
https://portulanclarin.net/workbench/lx-tagger/
https://portulanclarin.net/workbench/lx-tagger/
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Figure 1: Example of the online service interface. In area (a), a row of buttons that give access to examples, other
types of interfaces (file processing, notebook and web services), and documentation; in (b), the user input; in (c),
options for controlling the tool’s behavior and output; in (d), buttons to start processing or clear input; and finally,
in area (e), the results are shown.

URL for downloading the output file, sent to an email
address asked on-the-fly to the user.

4.4. Notebook service
The notebook interface is launched by clicking on the
“Notebook” button at the top of the online service inter-
face. This interface provides an easy path for users to
explore the combinatorial affordances of web services
in a non-local fashion, by resorting to a browser for
coding and to non-local servers to run their respective
code.
At a fundamental level, notebooks are documents that
are both human-readable and machine-executable: they
contain textual and graphical elements such as head-
ings, paragraphs, lists, equations and figures, as well as
executable code (e.g. Python code). Notebooks also in-
corporate visualizations of the results produced by exe-

cuting their code sections. Furthermore, notebooks can
be edited interactively, and the code sections re-run at
will, making them ideal for experimentation.

The web-based notebook interface for our UD tools
is based on Jupyter notebooks (Project Jupyter et al.,
2018) and offers its users different, local and non-local,
options to execute notebooks: launch notebooks on the
Binder platform,12 and make the code run remotely in
the respective Jupyter Project’s servers; launch note-
books on Google’s Colab platform13 and make the code
run remotely in Google’s servers; download notebooks
and execute them locally on the users’ own computer.

12https://jupyter.org/binder
13https://colab.research.google.com/

https://jupyter.org/binder
https://colab.research.google.com/
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5. Support
In order to support users in handling and exploiting the
scientific resources presented in the present paper, in
all their different access modalities, expert support is
provided by the Knowledge Center for the Science and
Technology of Portuguese of the CLARIN research in-
frastructure.14

This support is freely available for research purposes
and it is targeting all types of users, from AI to Digital
Humanities, and from researchers to companies. It is
provided by researchers in the science and technology
of language who belong to the centers in the scientific
advisory network of PORTULAN CLARIN and who
are experts on the Portuguese language.

6. Related work
There is a range of language resources, both data and
software, concerning UD for different languages that
have been distributed and are accessible from diverse
types of channels, including from distribution plat-
forms dedicated to language science and technology
(e.g. ELRA, CLARIN, etc.) to specific web sites for
particular resources and/or languages. Given the scope
of the present paper, this section is not apt to deliver
an overarching overview of UD touching on different
languages, on theoretical foundations of UD, major ini-
tiatives and projects, etc. — which can be found else-
where (de Marneffe et al., 2021) —, and we will rather
focus on related work concerning UD for Portuguese.

6.1. Annotated corpora
Comprehensive information on annotated cor-
pora available concerning UD for differ-
ent languages has been gathered in the site
https://universaldependencies.org/.
To the best of our knowledge, and also from what
one can find in that site, there are two other major
UD treebanks for Portuguese sourced from a manual
annotation and/or validation endeavour: Bosque
(approx. 10K sentences, 210K tokens) (Freitas et
al., 2008), and GSD (approx. 12K sentences, 300K
tokens), where the annotation layer of the latter was
converted from the annotation layer of the former, and
thus with an almost complete overlap of text between
the two (Rademaker et al., 2017).15

In terms of volume, with 37,780 sentences and 473,929
tokens, the CINTIL-UDep described in the present pa-
per is three times larger than the largest one of those
two, just referred above, thus representing a most rele-
vant contribution to improve on the volume and variety
of UD treebanked data that was manually validated and
is publicly available for Portuguese.
If in turn, one considers only UD POS-annotated data,
with its 26,779 sentences and 675,530 tokens, the

14https://portulanclarin.net/helpdesk
15In https://universaldependencies.org/,

there is a mention to another corpus, DHBB, listed as a
possible future extension but with no data provided yet.

CINTIL-UPos is over 15 times larger than the largest
one of previously available corpora.
Like these other treebanks, the CINTIL-UDep was an-
notated manually in non-UD style and automatically
converted to UD. It is however worth noting that the
non-UD treebank from which CINTIL-UDep is ob-
tained is outstanding in as much as it was treebanked
with a double blind annotation followed by adjudica-
tion procedure that ensures the highest reliability level
for data annotation.
For the sake of completeness, it is also worth men-
tioning BDCamões Dependency Bank (208 documents,
180K sentences, 4.5M tokens), also developed by our
team (Grilo et al., 2020). Differently from the manu-
ally annotated corpora above, this is a treebank anno-
tated in an automatic fashion only (in non-UD style and
then automatically converted to UD). Likely with more
noise in their grammatical representations, its large vol-
ume however makes of it a potentially useful resource
when size may be a overriding factor.
There is also another small corpus, automatically anno-
tated, PUD (1K sentences, 22K tokens), part of a par-
allel treebank created for the CoNLL 2017 shared task
on “Multilingual Parsing: from Raw Text to Universal
Dependencies” (Zeman et al., 2017). Its sentences were
randomly picked from on-line newswire and Wikipedia
(750 sentences in English, and 250 in German, French,
Italian or Spanish) and translated by professional trans-
lators.

6.2. Processing tools
There are a number of publicly available UD parsers for
Portuguese with published performance scores, namely
PassPort16 (Zilio et al., 2018), UDPipe17 (Straka,
2018), COMBO18 (Klimaszewski and Wróblewska,
2021b), UDify19 (Kondratyuk and Straka, 2019), and
the models from the Spacy framework.20

These processing tools are supported by an array of
different parsing approaches. PassPort runs the Stan-
ford parser (Chen and Manning, 2014) on Portuguese
data; Spacy is based on the non-monotonic arc-eager
transition-system described in (Honnibal and Johnson,
2015); UDPipe resorts to Stanford’s biaffine attention
parser (Dozat et al., 2017); COMBO parser is presented
in (Klimaszewski and Wróblewska, 2021a); and UD-
ify is a multilingual multi-task neural network model
able to perform part-of-speech tagging, morphological
analysis, lemmatization and dependency parsing simul-
taneously by leveraging a multi-lingual BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) self-attention neural model pretrained on

16https://cental.uclouvain.be/
resources/smallasmille/passport/

17https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/udpipe/2
18https://gitlab.clarin-pl.eu/

syntactic-tools/combo
19https://github.com/Hyperparticle/

udify
20https://spacy.io/models/pt

https://universaldependencies.org/
https://portulanclarin.net/helpdesk
https://universaldependencies.org/
https://cental.uclouvain.be/resources/smalla smille/passport/
https://cental.uclouvain.be/resources/smalla smille/passport/
https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/udpipe/2
https://gitlab.clarin-pl.eu/syntactic-tools/combo
https://gitlab.clarin-pl.eu/syntactic-tools/combo
https://github.com/Hyperparticle/udify
https://github.com/Hyperparticle/udify
https://spacy.io/models/pt
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UPOS UAS LAS

PassPort n.a. 87.55 85.21
Spacy 97 90 86
UDPipe 96.37 89.48 87.04
COMBO 98.06 92.72 91.15
UDify 98.04 94.22 92.54

Table 2: Publicly available UD parsers for Portuguese
and their published performance in terms of accuracy
for POS tagging (UPOS), unlabeled (UAS) and labeled
attachment score (LAS).

104 languages.21

The training and evaluation of these processing tools
has resorted to the GSD treebank, derived from
Bosque, except UDPipe, which resorts to Bosque, as
these two treebanks have been in the Universal De-
pendencies repository distributions (Nivre et al., 2020).
The respective performance scores are in Table 2

7. Conclusion
In this paper we presented a collection of mutually con-
sistent and inter-operable scientific resources for the
computational processing of the Portuguese language
under the Universal Dependencies framework. This
is an all-encompassing, publicly available open col-
lection that includes reliably annotated corpora, top-
performing processing tools and services, and expert
support services.
This represents a major extension for the universe of
language resources concerning UD for Portuguese that
were previously publicly available and reported in the
literature, in terms of either quantity, quality, availabil-
ity or breadth.
With a new UD treebank with nearly 38K sentences, in
terms of quantity, this contribution is 3 times the vol-
ume of treebanked text previously available; and with
a new UD POS-annotated corpus with 675K tokens, it
extends over 15 times the volume of POS annotated
data previously available.
With the procedure adopted for the manually annota-
tion of the data, double blind annotation followed by
adjudication, in terms of quality, these annotated cor-
pora are the only ones for UD in Portuguese having
adopted this expensive and demanding procedure that
ensures the highest reliability level for human anno-
tated data.
With the UD POS-tagger, LX-UTagger, and the parser,
LX-UDParser, trained on these corpora, and made
freely available both as local stand-alone tools and as
remote web-based services of various sorts (online ser-
vice, web service, file processing service, notebook ser-
vice), in terms of availability, the computational pro-
cessing of Portuguese under the UD framework can be

21https://github.com/google-research/
bert/blob/master/multilingual.md

said to have become available in as many ways as it is
possible one to get it with currently affordable technol-
ogy.
With the helpdesk support—targeting all types of users,
from researchers to language professionals, from AI to
Digital Humanities—ensured by the Knowledge Cen-
ter for the Science and Technology of Portuguese of
the PORTULAN CLARIN research infrastructure, in
terms of breadth, the UD open and diverse ecosystem
for Portuguese has its profile enhanced to a superior
level, which goes beyond only more data and process-
ing and encompasses also dedicated expert support.
The scientific resources and support presented in
this paper are fully available from the PORTULAN
CLARIN Research Infrastructure for the Science and
Technology of Language.22 and partly from a dedi-
cated site in the GitHub platform.23.
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Appendix: POS mappings

UD CINTIL

ADJ 5.00% ADJ, ORD
ADP 14.86% PREP
ADV 4.50% ADV
AUX 0.24% VAUX, VAUXGER, VAUX-

INF
CCONJ 2.70% CJ†

DET 14.90% DA, DEM, IA, QNT, UM
INTJ 0.08% DM, ITJ
NOUN 17.26% CN, EOE, MGT, MTH,

PADR, STT, WD
NUM 1.50% CARD, DFR, DGT, DGTR
PRON 5.18% CL, IND, INT, POSS, PRS,

REL
PROPN 5.95% PNM
PUNCT 13.77% PNT
SCONJ 1.71% CJ†

SYM 0.10% LTR, SYB, TERMN
VERB 12.26% GER, INF, PPA, PPT, V
†mapping depends on the word form

Table 3: CINTIL-UPos tag distribution and mapping
from CINTIL

The above table shows the CINTIL-UPos tag distribu-
tion as well as the POS mapping between the initial
CINTIL tagset and the UD POS tagset.

22https://portulanclarin.net
23https://github.com/nlx-group/

ud-portuguese
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The CINTIL POS tagset also includes tags with the
form L(POS)n for labeling the tokens in multi-word
expressions (MWE), where POS is the part-of-speech
of the MWE and n the index of the token in the MWE,
for instance “LPREP1” and ”LPREP2” would be as-
signed to the first and second tokens in a prepositional
MWE. When converting to UD POS, the tokens in
MWE are annotated individually.
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